
ABC NEWS/WASHINGTON POST POLL: ELECTION UPDATE – 12/10/00 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Half Now See ‘Serious Problems’ 
in the System of Electing a President 

 
Half the public now thinks the country faces serious problems with its electoral system, a 
sizable increase in concern about the broader ramifications of the disputed 2000 election. 
 
Forty-nine percent of Americans see “serious problems in this country’s system of 
electing the president,” up from 32 percent a month ago – a 17-point rise. There’s been a 
commensurate drop in those who say it’s “just what can happen in a very close election.” 
 
 Election situation...                         12/10   11/12 
   Reveals serious problems with the system     49%     32 
   Is just what can happen in a close race      50      65 
 
 
These views represent an island of relative bipartisanship in the election controversy – 52 
percent of independents, 50 percent of Democrats and 43 percent of Republicans all now 
see serious problems in the system. Similarly, about half of Democrats and Republicans 
alike say they’re personally worried about the situation. 
 
Part of the problem: Doubt about the accuracy of Florida’s vote count, coupled with 
skepticism about a better way. Just 46 percent of Americans are now confident in the 
vote count in Florida, the fewest yet. But the public divides, 50-46 percent, on whether 
the hand recount would be any better. (Eight in of Gore’s supporters say yes; eight in 10 
of Bush’s say no.) 
 
If a recount were completed, and if Gore did win it, 51 percent say they’d want to see 
him declared the winner – but there are a few “ifs” there. Forty-three percent say they’d 
want Bush to retain the title on the basis of the previously certified tally. 
 
PARTISANS – Most other views continue to be largely ruled by political preferences. 
Americans divide about evenly, 51-48 percent, on whether the U.S. Supreme Court was 
wrong or right to halt Florida’s recount. Eight in 10 Democrats say the court was wrong, 
three-quarters of Republicans say it was right, and independents divide down the middle. 
 
Independents are a bit more apt to say that after its hearing Monday the court should rule 
in favor of letting the hand recount proceed. Mainly as a result, 53 percent overall say the 
court should let the recount go forward; 43 percent say it should not, with the rest 
undecided. 
 



THE ORDER – The court does appear to have lost a little public confidence as a result of 
its order. Two-thirds still express some confidence it will be even-handed, but that’s 
slipped by 10 points in the last week.  
 
Again that’s a partisan view; while 83 percent of Bush supporters express some 
confidence the court will be even-handed, that falls to 47 percent of Gore supporters – 
down dramatically from 71 percent of Gore supporters a week ago. 
 
                             Confident the court  
                         will be fair to both sides 
       All                          66% 
       Bush supporters              83 
       Gore supporters              47 
 
 
Twenty-five percent of Americans say they have a lower opinion of the high court as a 
result of its order Saturday (most of them Democrats); somewhat fewer, 15 percent have 
a higher opinion of the court. Most, though, say their view of the court didn’t change.  
 
The court’s overall marks for its handling of the case are marginally positive – 51 percent 
approve, 40 percent disapprove. While that’s hardly a broad endorsement, it’s a bit better 
than the Bush campaign’s ratings (50-47 percent approve/disapprove), and much better 
than the Gore campaign’s or the Florida State Supreme Court’s. 
 
The Gore campaign’s approval rating is 16 points weaker than the Bush campaign’s, 
perhaps reflecting some fatigue with the dispute. Indeed Bush has opened up a bit of an 
advantage in preference as the eventual winner, 47-39 percent. 
 
 Handling of the situation by the...        Approve   Disapprove 
              U.S. Supreme Court              51%         40 
              Bush campaign                   50          47 
              Gore campaign                   34          63 
              Florida Supreme Court           33          62 
 
 
LAWMAKERS –Involvement by Florida’s state legislature does not look popular; 62 
percent say they’d disapprove of its stepping in to try to determine a winner. Fifty-four 
percent say they’d also disapprove of involvement by the U.S. Congress.  
 
LEGITIMACY – Finally, views on legitimacy are essentially unchanged: Majorities of 
Americans say they’re prepared to see either candidate as legitimately elected, though 
more say this of Bush (71 percent) than of Gore (58 percent). 
 
Gore supporters are more likely to consider Bush legitimately elected if he wins – 47 
percent – than Bush supporters who say they’d see Gore as legitimate, 28 percent. 
 
METHODOLOGY - This ABC News/Washington Post poll was conducted by telephone 
Dec. 10, 2000, among a random national sample of 605 adults. The results have a four-
point error margin. Field work by TNS Intersearch of Horsham, Pa.  



 
Analysis by Gary Langer. 
 
ABC News polls can be found at ABCNEWS.com on the Internet, at: 
http://abcnews.go.com/sections/politics/PollVault/PollVault.html 
 
Here are the full results (* is less than 0.5 percent): 
 
1. Please tell me whether you approve or disapprove of the way (ITEM) is 
handling the election situation.  
 
 
A. The Bush campaign 
 
                                   Approve   Disapprove   No opin. 
12/10/00                             50         47          4 
12/3/00                              48         47          6   
11/16/00                             46         48          5   
11/12/00                             46         45          9   
 
 
B. The Gore campaign 
 
                                   Approve   Disapprove   No opin. 
12/10/00                             34         63          3 
12/3/00                              30         65          5   
11/16/00                             45         51          5   
11/12/00                             44         47          9   
 
C. The Florida State Supreme Court   33         62          5 
 
D. The United States Supreme Court   51         40          9 
 
 
2. On Friday, the Florida State Supreme Court ordered a hand recount 
there of ballots for which voting machines did not register a vote for 
president. Yesterday, the United States Supreme Court halted the recount and 
said it will hear the case tomorrow. 
 
Do you think (the hand recount ordered by the Florida State Supreme Court 
should have been allowed to continue until it was completed), or do you 
think (the United States Supreme Court was right to stop the recount)? 
 
            Hand count should    Court was right     No 
              have continued     to stop recount    opin. 
12/10/00            51                  48            2 
 
 
3. After it hears the case tomorrow, do you think the U.S. Supreme Court should 
or should not allow the hand recount to go forward? Do you feel that way 
strongly or somewhat? 
 
            ------Allow recount------    ----Not allow recount----     No 
            NET    Strgly.    Smewht.    NET    Strgly.    Smewht.    Opin. 
12/10/00     53      44          9        43      38          4         4 
 
     
4. How confident are you that the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling in this case will 
be fair to both sides — very confident, somewhat confident, not too confident, 
or not confident at all? 
 
            ------Confident-------    ------Not Confident-----      No 
            NET  Very    Somewhat      NET  Not too   Not at all   opin. 
12/10/00    66     30       36         32      17         15         2 



12/3/00     76     32       44         21      14          8         3 
 
 
5. (If not very confident in Q4) Which side do you think the Supreme Court may 
treat unfairly? 
 
           Bush    Gore    Both    Neither    No opin. 
12/10/00    18      43       5       20         14 
 
 
NET TABLE (Confident U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling will be fair): 
                        
              Very      --Not very confident (treat unfairly)-    
            confident   NET    Bush    Gore    Both    Neither    No opin. 
12/10/00       30        60     13      30       4        14         10 
 
 
6. As a result of its order stopping the recount, do you have a (higher opinion) 
of the U.S. Supreme Court, a (lower opinion), or hasn't your opinion of the U.S. 
Supreme Court changed? 
 
          Higher    Lower    No Change    No opin. 
12/10/00    15       25          58           3  
 
 
7. Two weeks ago the Secretary of State in Florida declared George W. Bush 
as the winner of the election there on the basis of the vote count at that 
time. If there is a hand recount now, it's possible that Al Gore could win 
the recount. If that happened, who do you think should be declared as the 
winner in Florida - (Bush) or (Gore)? 
 
            Bush    Gore    No opin. 
12/10/00     43      51        6 
 
 
8. The state legislature in Florida may get involved in attempting to determine 
the winner of the election there. Would you approve or disapprove of the Florida 
state legislature getting involved in this matter? 
 
            Approve    Disapprove    No opinion 
12/10/00       33          62             5 
12/3/00        38          56             6 
11/26/00*      33          59             8 
*Leaders of the state legislature in Florida have said they may get involved in 
determining the winner of the election there.  
 
 
9. Would you approve or disapprove of the United States Congress attempting to 
determine the winner of the election in Florida? 
 
            Approve    Disapprove    No opinion 
12/10/00       40          54             6 
12/3/00        38          57             5 
 
 
10. How confident are you that the votes in Florida have been counted accurately 
- very confident, somewhat confident, not too confident or not confident at all? 
 
            ------Confident-------     ------Not Confident-----      No 
            NET  Very    Somewhat       NET  Not too   Not at all   opin. 
12/10/00    46     24       22          53      23         30         1 
12/3/00     51     26       25          47      16         31         2 
11/26/00    56     27       30          39      18         21         5 
11/16/00*   50     19       31          46      18         28         4 
11/12/00*   59     21       38          38      20         18         3 
* "will be" 
 



 
11. Do you think the hand recount would produce a vote total that's (more 
accurate) or (less accurate) than the vote total two weeks ago? 
 
              More        Less       No 
            accurate    accurate    opin. 
12/10/00       50          46         4 
 
 
12. How do you feel about the election situation overall - are you 
personally worried about it, or not worried? If worried: Are you very 
worried about it, or somewhat worried? 
 
            --------Worried--------      Not       No 
            NET    Very    Somewhat    Worried    opin. 
12/10/00    48      22        26          52        * 
12/3/00     38      18        20          61        1 
11/12/00    47      19        28          52        1 
 
 
13. Do you think this situation reveals serious problems in this country's 
system of electing the president, or do you think it's just the kind of 
thing that can happen in a very close election? 
 
          Problem in system   Happens in close election   No opinion 
12/10/00         49                     50                    2 
12/3/00          43                     54                    3 
11/12/00         32                     65                    3 
 
 
14. If this ends with (Gore/Bush) winning the presidency, will you consider him 
to have been legitimately elected as president, or not? 
 
           --------Gore------     ------Bush--------- 
           Yes   No   No opin.    Yes   No   No opin. 
12/10/00   58    41       1       71    27       1 
12/3/00    59    38       3       73    23       4 
11/26/00   60    36       5       76    19       5 
 
 
15. Who do you personally want to become the next president - (Al Gore) or 
(George W. Bush)? 
 
                             Neither   Other     No 
               Gore   Bush   (vol.)    (vol.)   opin. 
12/10/00        39     47       9        2       3 
12/3/00         43     46      10        *       1 
11/26/00        42     43      10        2       3 
11/16/00        44     43      10        2       2 
11/12/00        44     45       6        1       4 
 
 
***END*** 


